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Four GiVi Apply

Rally Opens 1940
Football Season

For Air Course
--

Volume LVII
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"blackand-golds"-

-

Forty-fivof these boys and girls
have had, or are still having, a precedent set by older brothers and sisters whose r names entered the Registrar's book one, or maybe jive years
ago. '
"What's in a name" remains to bp
seen with two Betty Bakers, a Hand-lose- r
with a Trump (how about it,
fellow?),
an Agricola and some
'
elsewhere.
(some relation to alfalfa, perStudents who attend the college
haps), to say nothing of a Shelatree
church record their attendance b y (evidently
not foreign to the climate) .
signing a card supplied for that pur- There is also
a King who is a
pose at the entrance to the church.
but Pfouts, my mind is a
For valid reasons permissions will Blank when it comes to remembering
be given by the Deans for regular more.
attendance at churches other than the
A pertand"discriminating-intere- sr
"college church. Application for such in the affairs of the nation is shown
permission must he made in writing in the results of a poll taken on regat the Deans' office not later than istration day of the freshman and
Friday, September 27. Students to transfer choice for president. These
whom such permission is granted are put Wendell L. Willkie at the top
to sign cards at the church which they of their "hit parade"" with 201 votes
attend.
leaving Mr. Roosevelt behind with
Students are required to attend only 53 votes. Thirty equally wise
daily chapel services and to sit in ase

Es-terh-

ay

,

Van-Duze-

The semester is divided into two
quarters with four church cuts and
nine chapel cuts allotted to each quar-- "
ter. Any"studentbvercutting "during
'

1
plaeed en
tion for the following quarter. Fur- ther, overcutting will result in discip-- -

Iinaryietion.

The- - first-

-

quarter-wi- ll

r,

Band in Regalia

Parades at Game
Wooster's" kiltied Band will make
its
appearance -- in full
regalia at the Manchester game this
Saturday after several intensive marching - practices- ,- At the - first - rehearsal
last Thursday evening, director Stanley L. Davis put the group through
an intensive session of sightreading
and memorizing marches. Plans for
the year were discussed. They include
concerts, football trips and a possible
(spring vacation tour through the
east.
v
The band will practice regularly on
Mondays from 7 to 9 p.m. and during the football season will have
marching practice on Tuesdays ' and
Thursdays at 4 p.m.
Musicians interested in joining the
organization should meet with it this
fint-foot-

ball

end on Friday, Nov. 8.
The following regulations in regard to automobiles will go into effect
on and after Monday, Sept. 30:
Students of The College of Wooster
are not allowed to own or operate
automobiles, with the exception of
those whose parents live in Wooster,
or students who live in the vicinity
of Wooster and commute daily.
Seniors may have cars after Spring
vacation by obtaining permission from
the Dean of Men.
The attention of students is called
to the following rule
Monday evening.
The possession of firearms in College dormitories or their use upon the
campus is forbidden.

1

New students' and faculty members
who have not yet secured membership
tickets for the, 1940-4- 1
season of the
Wooster Federation of Music will
find tickets available Wednesday, Oct.
1, from Mrs. George McClarron, secretary of the Federation
Although the membership drive for
the school was closed in the spring,
freshmen, new transfer students, and
new faculty members will have this
opportunity to get tickets. Wednesday,
however, is the only day that new
membership will be taken.

Big Four

red-head- s.

Ridge Delegates

red-hea-

-

p

be in theback j
room of the Chapel on Wednesday,
before chapel JiQur, to take the mem.
berships of the new members of the
administrative body. After the chapel
hour she will be at the administration
building; before lunch, at Hoover
Cottage; and after lunch, at Douglass

.

MrSi-McClarrorr-

Y.W.C;A. Initiates

Red Cross Drive

--

these students' on" this sameTday.

Tickea

will be
sell at $f.50.-The- re
single
admission
tickets
sold
no
at the
concerts.
The artists, for the concert series this
include Lansing
Hatfield,
season
young baritone, associated with the
Metropolitan Opera Company; Mild
s
red Dilling,
harpist; and
Vronsky and Babin, "the. incompar
able
All three artists
come highly recommended by the Co
lumbia Concerts Corporation through
which they were secured.
--

.

.

M.S.G.A. Confers

world-famou-

duo-pianists-

."

The Federation will also present,
during the music season, two con-

s;

certs by the Wooster Symphony Orchestra. These will be under the direc
tion of Professor Paul Parmelee of the
Conservatory faculty.
Hatfield, who is fo be here on Nov.
4, will open the series. His program
will be followed on Dec, 8 by the
first of the two orchestra" concerts.
Mildred Dilling will be presented on
Jan. 3, and Vronsky and Babin,
Mar. 10. The series will be closed
with the second orchestra concert,
which will be given Apr. '23.

Big Four Steps Out of Shadows Into Limelight and
Gives Frosh Opportunity, io See Who Makes It Tick

Guest Professor
Lectures on Lit.

.

Blind Dales Prevail;
Double Queue Forms

Collegians Dance
To Ross Halamay

STOP! LOOK- - LISTEN- - At last
it's here. Yes. after a wait of two
years, there is going to be another
walkout. On Friday, Sept. 27,
(that's tomorrow) at 3:13 p.m every
student in the College of Wooster will
hie himself, or herself, to the Rock,
where members of the Big Four will
make known the plans for the first
all-colle-

:::::.:.:;:

:o:

:::.::.;..-.'....-

.

part-o- f

ge

"i

According to Jim Cannell, president
of
the Big Four, all the men will
i
t
form a" line which will march up one
side of the quad, while the women .
will form one similar to it. on the
other side. The two lines will converge at Kauke steps and the resulting couples will walk across the
lawn (special permission has been
granted the freshmen) and start on
the trek to Highland Park.
t
At intervals of several n inures,
ROSS HALAMAY
Jim Blackwood and Craig Fabian will
blow whistles which will be the signal
for all the women to stop walking
Ross - Halamay and - his orchestra
while the menmove"Joh "five "places!
willj open the fall series of informal
Ther fellowsnhe head of the lin- edances. The dance will be
will drop back to the end of the line
held in .Severance gym Saturday,
and have a chance to get acquainted
SeptVr 28, ., from , 8 p.m. .. until .105
with the' glrli back there.
-

m
"

i

all-colle-

Women's Residences
if,

Elect New Premies
JJThe girls' dormitories elected house
presidents at house meetings Monday
night of this week. In Babcock, Alfie
Gabriel was elected; Lois Grove holds
the gavel at Holden; Bette Lockwood
is the Annex prexy; and Betty Gour-le- y
'heads Hoover. Presidents appointed for the
houses are as
follows: Wilma Oliver at Crandalls,
Margaret Ahrens at Westminster,
Rachel Shobert at Colonial ' Patricia
Marker at Korner Klub, Margery
Rydstorm at Miller, Jane Elliott at
Monyers, and Roberta Kingman at

pur-pos- e

K

-

-

'.
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:

I

ge
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p.m.
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terniiwuigat

The ten members of Hala may's or- everyone will
eat supper with his laqa
chestra have been playing at
partner. The meal being provided by
summer resorts. Among these the
Y.W.GA. After everyone has had
resorts have been: Craig Beach, Lake his
fill, there will be a bonfire and
Milton; Crystal Lake Club, Crystal rally before
the Manchester game here
Lake, Mich.; and Ruggles Beach on
on Saturday. Coach Boles will be the
Lake Erie. .'.
principal speaker, and the new cheer- Halamay directs the group and leaders will
strut their stuff.
plays trumpet occasionally. Art Baldwin, vocalist, is also first trumpet. One
of the features of the orchestra is
the alto sax work of Don Owen.
The Student Senate sponsors
dances. In . view - of - the de- Heads-For-Yea- rcreased male enrollment, the Senate
has fixed the price at 50c per couple
From the Dean's office this week
and 60c per stag.
comes the complete list of
and desk jobs
for the coming year in the' girls dormitories. The
are: Babcock, Ruth Sadler; Holden, Frances
Cuille; Annex, Margaret Young;
Hoover, Ruth Westlund, and West-- 1
minster, Ethel McCullough. The
are: Korner Klub, HarThe college Republicans held their
initial meeting of the school year at riet Hostetter; Colonial, Erdine MaxKenarden Lounge Tuesday, Chairman well, and Miller Manor, Martha
.'
Desk girls: Babcock, Phyllis' Ban-naBob Thomas stated that the club will
Alice Carmichael, Alfred Gabnot only play an active part in the
campaign to elect Wendell L. Willkie riel, and Eveline Mo wry; Holden, Julpresident, but will also participate in ia Brockman, Phyllis dark, Alice
state political activities by taking part Neff, and Eleanor Rogers; Hoover,
in the organization of an Ohio State Lois Barr, Alice Forman, Mary Ellen
Federation
of college Republicarl Park, and Lois Wharton; Sue Burk- hhrdt is substitute.
clubs.
To Messrs. Earl Ford and George
Stan Good and Glen Bryan were
appointed to the club executive com Bradford again falls the responsibilmittee which already includes Wal- ity of maintaining order in the two
lace, Bruce, Powers, Harry Page, Sid men's dormitories, Kenarden Lodge
Cook, Bud Rahtz, Warren - DeBolt and Douglass Hall, respectively. Both
and Bob Yeakley. Independents ar4 have been doing this job for a num-bDemocrats who wish . to support the
of years and are
in all
Republican., presidential nominee are of its phases. Assisting Mr. Bradford
cordially invited to join the
in orienting the frosh are the followclub which is a special ing counsellors: section 1, By Hurl-bu- t;
organization within the regular Resection 2, Alex Drysdale; section-3- ,
publican club. I
Stan Good; section 4, Dean
t;
section 3, Wayne. Lykes; section 6, Milan Lott; section 7, Harry;
Page; and section 8, Pudge Hole. Ted
Jacob again is in charge of the mail,
Speech Department
lights, and acts as a
for
the residents and the custodian.
mid-weste- rn

Dean Lists Dorm

all-colle-

ge

head-rest-den-

junior-counsello-

ts,

rs

Republicans Elect
Club Executives

head-residen-

ts

Frosh Cheerleaders

leaders.

'

Busy is hardly the word for Stan
Good. He is a counsellor at Douglass,

Swell Team to Six

a waiter at Holden,

Two freshmen have been added to
the cheering team to make up a
squad of six cheerleaders to serve for
the year 1940-41- .
They are Ann
Melone
and" Robert Humphrey.
'"Tryouts- - returned Alf reda Gabriel,
- Lois Grove- ,- Harold -- Limouze and
Jim Meckelson to the team for the
coming year. Limouze was named
head cheerleader. The tryouts were
held under the sponsorship of the
Student Senate and were judged by
- a committee composed of - two Senate members and three other members
from the student body. The team's
J?.
PPrance wilLbe at., the- - rally
tonight.
--

vice-preside-

nt

of

and the Geology club,
Y.
treasurer of the Big Four and International Relations club. Freshmen, he
is the one who paired you up with
your Big Brothers. Stan thinks that
we freshmen are a swell bunch of
people! One of Stan's prides is that
he has hitch-hike20,000 miles since
ha has been in school. Persuasion finally resulted in tSanadmission that
he had been forced by the Sophomore
Court to nail a "Cattle Crossing"
sign in front of Hoover and to reveal
on the Rock the secrets of "How he
became a great lover."
'.
Subject: Interview with Jim Can-nel- l,
president of Big Four,- - Sunday
Evening Forum; Seventh Section, and
M. C. A.

d
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off-camp-
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Wy-lie-
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;
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well-verse-

Willkie-for-Preside-
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Lois Barr, Judicial President of W.
S. G. A., announces that next Monday
night judicial representatives will be
selected in housemeetings. Holden and
the Annex will each have two repre
sentatives and Hoover wiU elect one
One girl will Represent Crandalls and
Westminster, and one "girl will " be
elected from the combined freshman
"Outward Bound", by Sutton Vane,
houses Tuesday. after chap i- s- h e . first dramatic production
6
t
el in the north trancept.
planned for the year by the Speech

Mord-hurs-

.

--

i

This exact course is also being offered to Reserve seniors and students
of the graduate school. Dr. Hanford
and Dr. Coolidge alternate their lectures each week. Dr. Hanford who perhaps knows more about Milton than
any other scholar has been at the Reserve Graduate School since 1928,
He received his A.M.'dggree from
Harvard as well as his Ph.D. He has
taught at the University of North
Carolina, the University of Michigan
Since freshmen hear so much about
and Simmons College. He has published several work on Milton includ- the Big Four in their first weeks at
ing a volume of his poems, a hand- Wooster, it seemed fair to give them
a chance to find out everything they
book of Milton and several others.
wanted to know about the people who
. - This seminar course is still open to
were responsible for the activities.
PP?rcIaMmen.
LThreeireshmen, two girls and a boy,
were turned loose on the dignitaries
whose pictures are above. As a result
you have a freshman's view of the

sports editor of the Voice.
Q: How did you get to be president
of Sunday Evening Forum?
A: Someone told me in the afternoon that I had been nominated.
That night someone else came up tJ
me and told ' me that "I had" been
elected.
Q: Any special likes or dislikes?
A: Likes? (A would-b- e
junior at
home. No special dislikes.
Q: What do you like best here at
Wooster?
A: The traditions and the beauty
'
'
of the place.
do
you intend to do after
Q: What
college?
A: (After considerable thought or
something). Well, I guess .I'll sell
"
the world.
have
What
you
to say about the
J:
...
freshmen? -- .
A: They're great. Almost' as great
' f
as the Class of '41.

meetings. Y. M. C. A. cabinets are
old stuff now to him since he has been
a ' member for years. Toledo is his
home . town and economics is his
major. Gale says that studying Isn't
so hard once you get "in the groove".
inen, last out not lease, ne is ravoi-abl- y
impressed with the class of '44.
So, take heart, freshmen, all is not'
hopeless.

You fellowi all know the tall, blond
gentlemahV the one who continually
rings the bell in the Kenarden dining
room and makes all the announcements. For those of you who are not
acquainted with the gentleman in
question he is Craig Fabian, the president of Y. M. C. A. and the Men's
Self Government Association. Trenton,
New Jersey is his home town. Craig
claims to he a veteran at camp count
selling and that was the way he spent
this summer. In his sophomore year
Craig ran the cross country. English
and philosophy are his majors and
. The short dark fellow you see around
campus, leading singing or generally he plans to be an Episcopalian miniskeeping things going, is Gale Weaner. ter.
The Big Four claims him. as chair- '
Kay Smith, who dealt out the Big
man of the Personnel committee and
Sisters is a - veteran of the interview.
Fifth Section manage touiet down
Her fresh man year she fascinated a
to a mild roar from him in section
(ContttuietJ on Pice 4)
'

.

,

"

go-betwe- en

MakesCasLChoice

ff-cam-

pw

department and will be presented in
Taylor Auditorium the evenings of
Oct. 24, 27 and 26. The play, a fantasy with an air of mystery, will atEnrollment Shows Wide tract the alumni who will be here for
as well as the students.
Choice of Dates For Men
Because of the unusual nature of the
Figures released from the Registrar's play, it is important that no hints as
office this week show a decline of 12 to its plot be let out in order that eke
LfcjLrill majrbe' preserved until the
in the total enrollment of this.

GleaJJlub Announces
Results of Tryouts .
.

.

f.,

Tryouts for the Men's Glee club
were held Thursday, Sept. 19. Those
accepted as members were Robert Bar-und, Leonard Bru baker, William
Buchholtx,.! James Casserry.
William Fuchs, William Jo
seph, Homer Ledoux, Al I,innell
performance..
Jamee MacMillan, Robert Moreland,
Tryouts have been held, and re Jol JPran Robert Preston, and Jerry
hearsals are scheduled to begin regul- - Stryker.
ar!ythli "weekr Dr. Delberr Ltanrdi-The Glee club has planned
t
rector of the play, has designated the a western trip during the spring '
cast as follows:
tion. They hope to sing in Indianap
Virginia
Lee;
Henry, Harry olis, Detroit, Chicago, and points
Ann,
Bigelow, Scrubby, Charles Ireland; west. They are also busily discussing
trip to Pittsburgh,
Mrs. Banks, Celia Jtetzler; Tom, Jim their
Wise; Rev. Duke, Walter Crumm; Cleveland, Columbus, and many othMrs. Midget, Alice Form an; Mr. Ling- - er cities.
ley, Herbert Rogers; Rev. Thompson,
Rehearsals are held every Tuesday
Thursday at 7
Bean.
and
Jim

Home-comin- g

compared

--

to that of last year, with
the 1940-4mark at 906, and the
total of--i 939r40jesting at 918. As
usual the freshman class boasts the
largest number, but blasting a general
belief is the fact that there are more
sophomore men than freshmen. Totals are: graduates, men 2, women 1,
total 3; seniors, meh 9 1, women 84,
total 173; juniors, men 88, women
104, total 192; sophomores, men 127,
women 130, total 237 and freshmen,
men 126, women 133, total 279,
1

1

'

--

"r:

'

M

junior-cou-

two-hou-

.

.

the evening.

nsellors

This semester the English departr
seminar
ment is offering a
course on Thursday afternoons under
Dr. Hanford. of Western Reserve University and Dr. Coolidge. The course
is a history of English literature from
Beowulf to the present with the
of correlating the British and
American tradition. The course is especially valuable to all history and
English majors.

wilt

Hall.
During registration week Mrs. McClarron was unable to contact all of
the students who had signed for concert tickets last spring. Hence, in addition 'to new memberships, she will
also accept payment for tickets from

rh

1

I

proba--

-quarter-wilbe-

Extends Sale of
Tickets

,

-ene-

Announcements
leader
Anderson,
Prof.
preWorship service
Tuesday, Oct.-- 1
stay-owith' announcements
'
:
Wednesday, Oct. 2 Music
Physical characteristics of the group Thursday, Oct. 3 Pres. Wishar- tare to be mentioned only slighdy in
this article for further information
see the Freshman Directory. Among
the girls there are 118 brunettes, 29
Brublonds and only two
fellows
number
nettes among the
about 95 with 14 blonds as runners-up- ,
d
and one whose hair
one
?
Jane Westbrook, Mary Wilcox,
is grayed with age or
From Legayi, Philippine Islands, Eunice Maclnnis, and Jim Blackwood
to Ligonier and all points of the com- were the four Wooster students- sent
pass they have come, bringing new by Big Four as counsellors to Chestfor miners'
talents and challenges to Wooster nut Ridge Work-camwhere they are sure to find a welcome children, located about 17 miles from
Morgantown, W. Va.
from both faculty and students.
, Chestnut Ridge camp is headed by
the Beverend Lee Klaer, assistant minister in Morgantown and is sponsored
by the Presbyterian Board of Home
Missions. The underprivileged children enjoyed two weeks of supervised
aA I...
mm
Inn an1 a v. a tutu
M.y
KU VJ
nilv an J VIWU CL9
college students congregated there
Red Cross sent out a call for
from many colleges. The fellows, acsponsor on the campus to help wii
cording to Jim Blackwood, did the
the knitting of innumerable sweat
heavier Work, consisting of chopping
to be sent to refugee children abroid wood, building roads, and helping
Yf W. .C. A. has accepted the respo
with the food which was supplied by
sibility for the work among the stu the Surnliift Fnnrl CjsmnAtttwk
dents here. In charge of the work are,
estnut Ridge is being aided by,
Elinor Ehrman and Betty Harper.
the Works Progress - Administration
V. W. is also working on a mem- and ' National .Youth Administration
bership
drive which began
last and will probably be better next year
Wednesday and will end with the in- when Big Four will once again send
"
duction 'service, Wednesday, Oct.2, eligible delegates.rr..
''."".7'
at7p.m.' in Babcock Jasement.Representatives will sign up Y.W.
members in each dormitory. They are:
Dill Kass, Babcock; Mary Jane Benson, Louise Stewart, Ilene Smith, Jean
The powers that be have decided
Loweth, Margaret Sherrard, Holden; that the constitution of which .Men's
Annette Freeman, Dorothy Rickards, Self Government has been operating
Holden Annex; Becky Hostetler, Kor-ne- r for a good many years is in serious
Klubj and Erdine Maxwell, Co- need of amending in order to make
lonial.
it applicable to the 1940 routine of
Madeline Howe will canvass Mon-yer- 's living, and have set aside an evening
and White's; Betty Miller, Cran-dall'- early next week for the amending at
Virginia Lee, Eleanor Johnson, tempt. Also to be discussed at this
Phoebe Houser, Helen Cookingham, meeting will be the matter of a regHoover; Eleanor Kister, Westmin- ular meeting date which will do away
ster; and Barbara Hogg, Miller Man- - with the uncertain and impromptu
or.
meetings of the past.
--

The Deans' Office call the attention of all students to the following
- regulations:
All students are required to attend Sunday morning services. Such
attendance should be at the college
- church .unless
arrangements have been
made with the Deans for attendance

signed seats.

Friday," Sept.' 27

ut

-

,

Walkout ProVid
Hike, Feed, Rcilly

Music Federation

.

CHAPEL

Dean Refreshes Faint Frost Forgot Fresh Flippancy
For Feverishly Fathoming Fastness
Students'. Minds
Getting into the swing of things, people reserved their judgments,
of politics entireare our new ferring to
Concerning Rules activities and classes,
iy.
the class of '44.
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I'm afraid the'S. S. Greenhorn launched so
beautifully at the mixer was scuttled last Sat'
urday morning.

i Wo

liaUU.

The Cleveland Plain Dealer announces about
the Indians, "When the flag flies from the
Terminal Tower the, game is on." On what?
'
Certainly not ice.
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Big Four reception as punishment

STAFF

Loia Lambie

jf one

Ted Jacobs

ASSISTANTS-Johnso-n.

Milton

Ronaheim,

Glenn Bryan, Robert
Lewia Van de Wiaae, Sue

Burkharlt.
""CIRCULATION

jg

PflgO PflgO.

--Jant Adama

MANAGER

for losing

to believe the advertisements in the.
P. D. this week the Royal Theatre in Cleve
land is showing Dust be my Destiny in old
Missouri. While at the Euclid one may see
Andy Hardy Meets a Debutante South of

BUSINESS STAFF
ADVERTISING

on

Willkie states that there is no indespensible
man on the American political scene. I don't
know about that. He seems to be pretty im'
portant to the Republican party.

;

-

of the freshmen are under the
that they were requiredjo go jto thc.
im-pressi-

Bttts Burrs. Rarhara Haas. Betty Hillock

Margaret Stewart. Ruth Twitc&ell, Douglas Zoofc
Adelia Hamlet, Beth
ASSISTANTS- CIRCULATION
Zook, Betty . Houliaton,
, Keene, Lee Pieraon, DougU
Eileen Beiaty.

This column is supposed to be more or
"less humorous and having run rather dry I
1 am considering reprinting last, week's, editorial
on the immortality of murder.

Guest Editorial Declares
Girls 'Sororities' Unfair

Jothing-ijrjTJieJlmedyLJSrre-

clusively select women's clubs now on the
campus. The very difficult qualifications for
these four organizations are: first, one must
be at least a sophomore; secondly, one must
have that mysterious quality which enables one
to be considered worthy. The clubs are, in
other words, purely social.
The fortunate 100 girls who belong have
very fine time giving dances, dinners, etc. The
of them? Could
371 who don't belong-i-whit be possible that out of. 471 girls there are
"Only; 100 who are worthy of social prominence?
Compare this situation to that of the men.
They have an enrollment of 432 with 11 sec
tions, some of which have an many as 5
members. This is a trifle more democratic. '
Was not one of the main reasons for abol'
idling fraternities to avoid cliques? Why can't
something be done about this situation? Why
"shouldn't there either be more girls clubs, all
of equal importance, or at least, larger mem'
bership in' the ones already existing?,

;

rs,

W PARTIES
by

.

,

--

--

fellows?

'

.

--

.

'ACP- -

-

e

Dear Editor:
Those of us who signed the dancing petition last spring have not yet
heard the fate of our efforts. Because
of last week's inquiries we felt sure'
that we would know by now what the
trustees had decided in June. It is
not recorded in the report of the
June meeting of the Board of Trustees,
May we again make our plea to
the administration (or an official
.statement concerning the petition?
,

Still a signer.

.

ity

.

con-cerne- d.

p.m.-Ul'Co-

fjictive

-

llege

r

of girls who

so that the majorwish to do so may

join and take part in the activities

a f5ptball Kasonjgame to 000
onc tnat
he is really in college unless it's those long
SUNDAY, SEPT. 29
assignments.
.
Then comes Saturday night. From the gym
f:00 p.m. All college walk out
Football Rally
issue the strains of no not Tommy Van-4- ut
SATURDAY, SEPT. 28
a brand new band as far as Wooster is
2:1J p.m. Football game
The band of Ross Halamy who plays
....
'
Wooster vs. Minchestii '
Glenn Miller style, will in- the
daiVcCrz:
rKJym
8:00
pirrrip-the-lightantast- ic
His theme- -'
SUNDAY, SEPT 29
will first.be heard at 8 p.m. and again at 11,
: 9:00 a.m. World Fellowship :
designating the end of an evening of gaiety
9:45 a.m. Freshman Forum
Babcock has been a busy dorm this week
10:00 a.m. Sophomore Forum
with the meetings of the social clubs, namely
10:00 a.m,Y Upperclass Women's Forum
Sphinx, Peanuts, Pyramids, and Imps. What
10:00 a.m. Perm's Forum
they have cooked up has not been revealed
7:00 p.m. Sunday Evening Forum
yet but with that many girls together, things
WEDNESDAY, CCT. 2.
are bound to happen.
l, 6:4J p.m.
Y.W. Induction service
When are we going to study with so many
Faculty Tea
other things to do? Hmm. So long everybody:
--
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Defense Measures Inftiale America
To Sight of Billion Dollar Bills

lady-kille- r,

--

The regime in power is determined,
America is just beginning its initia- not to let the standard of living suf . .
tion to spending in . the ten figure fer; therefore, backbreaking taxes are
omitted. Reform is not to be sacribrackets. Before the defense fad came
ficed 'to defense. Should .a reaction
into vogue, any bill that touched the set in in November, the dire desire of
billion dollar- - mark rated - headlines, "Senator Byrd"mightcome""true:"re- expenditures."
but nowadays it seems to be a toiu ductidrTof
nightly occurrence. Anything labeled And yet the scrapping of WPA would
save a bare billion and a half, and the
-'- defense'
is - given-- an
ovation . and
AAA a billion.
tnV treasury
building.
the keys to thV
tn
In Store For America
will the election change the
Nor will
To business the results are twofold.
course of events to a more sound basis
The expected rise in .business activity
since Mr. Willkie is pledged to the will probably make
the last quarter of
same type of defense program. Al- this year the best last quarter in hisready Congress has raised the na- tory. At the same time new and bigget
tional debt limit from forty-fivto clubs are being shaped .to persuade
business to worship the great god deforty-ninbillion dollars, but this is
fense. Business men who swore not tm
only a stopgap, and will have to be expand dangerously
are now on the
boosted to sixty the first of the year. verge of explosion. Quote the governIn January, the president's estimate ment, 'Take our order or we'll take
jOurplanL.atour price. Give priority
for defense was less than two billion to our order or we'll drag you to
dollars, but more than we had ever court on a charge of felony."
requisitioned in peace time. To jdate,
For Joe Public this means an inCongress has appropriated ten billion.
stability depending on the length of
In the. last three months, the cost of the danger. Anyone getting a job in
defense, has become ten times the the last year or from now on can have
original estimates. And this is only no assurance that it is permanent.
the beginning. At present we have
In January of last year the Presi380,000 men under arms, but by June dent optimistically claimed that the
1941 our military dictators plan to national income could be raised to
elevate that figure to 1 ,200,000,' and eighty billion ... dollars,,., and ... at... that.,
time the income from taxes would be
by May 194' to the increditable numenough to pay the expenses of governber, ,4,000,000. Not included also are ment. Yet here we find ourselves artivisions of a .two or three ocean navy" ficially stimulated to a seventy-fiv- e
and 35,000 airplanes with all the men billion level, and we are told that this'
is inadequate, that it should be a hunand upkeep they will require.
dred and fifteen.
Pay Entrance
And Exit All in all," we
of the

-

.

which such organizations provide.
At the present time there are only
ur - sodaPcGibi in - Wooster hichT
make it possible for girls to be a part
of this most typical phase of college)
life in American campuses. The fellows have their sections, . but how
many girls find it impossible to have
their share of fun? Because the membership of the present four clubs is
necessarily, limited,, too few girls . are.
taken into this social scheme.

What we are asking for is he
of more' such clubs.' The girls
who are already members of them,
seem, to enjoy the comradeship and
the fun had at their' regular meetings, and, in keeping with the democratic spirit of Wooster, we would
like to see an opportunity' for more
girls to have the same advantages.
A Sophomore
ad-diti-

.
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the
INA RAY HUTTON of a few years
back whose program seemed a cross
between a "style show and pulcritude
appeal. Well, Miss HUTTON has
started a
campaign
and is determined to bring her
band into the top bracket strictly on its musical merits. I'm sure we
all wish her the best of luck.
'"Some-ofujmightreme-mber

"no-more-glam-

or"

all-ma-

e

e

le

a

BENNY GOODMAN is organizing

.

El-man-

'

..tcratch..,.and.uwehopjha.:shittia-di-

..

-

In order to give the appearance of
trying to pay as they go, Congress
introduced two new taxes. The one is
a flat ten per cent raise on a wide
variety of taxes which includes that
extra three cents every time you visit
Schine's. The other, still being worked
on, is an excess profits tax. Combined,
the two will still need five' billions of
borrowed money (probably from' the
of the people) to fill
the gaping mouth of a crazed defense program.
.

savings-reserv-

e

"

,

in a great hurry. ZIGGY ELMAN
was slated to join the new GOOD
MAN outfit when a minor argument
between htm and Benny resulted in
signing to play with TOMMY
DORSEY. The new GOODMAN
band will be smaller than the old
crew and itis yet to be decided
whether negroes will be used. BENNY
GOODMAN, the "old master of
swing" is starting again from almost
's

a

j

top. j

FQUIRAV

opinion,

are

that the wild old days of 1933-- with '
a billion here and a billion there for
hair brained schemes of social re-form were more stable than the unanimously accepted expenditures for gun
powder. At least at that time we had
a limit. We never would let the under-- ,
9

)
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SOPHOMORE

BOY'S

clothed, underfed, and underhoused
reach too high a standard of living.
'Now with the protection-consciou- s
army men running things, we expect
any day to read of a proposed naval
base on Mars to protect the canals.
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MEETS FRIDAY NIGHT. IS

.

HAZING CUSTOM, IN YOUR
OPINION, A VALUABLE ASSET
TO WOOSTER'S PROGRAM OF
ORIENTATION?
Jack Muxworthy, '43 Sure it is. Frosh
expect hazing and profit in that
they are reprimanded in a fashion
which many of them need and that
the faculty are not in a position to
give. Sophomores take the place of
a high school principal.
1

HAILSTONES

.'.

. .

.

7

The war seems to have had a bad effect on enrollment in modern
language classes.yThe popularity of French, German, and Italian
whil that of Spanish, Greek, and Latin has increased.
has.de-crease-

d,

'

enough social clubs

and an all college sing which by the way was
postponed last Sunday. Realizing the way to
a man's heart food will be served.
The rally reminds us of the fact that Woos;
ter opens her 1940 football season the. next

er.

At last JIMMY DORSEY hat
stepped into a spotlight that is just
as bright as his famous brother's.
After five hard years of working in
TOMMY'S shadow JIMMY has finally begun to demand the recognition
which somehow had always fallen to
his younger brothers, ARTIE SHAW,
GOODMAN, and GLENN MILLER..
Toots Camarata, JIMMY'S brilliant
and clever arranger, is responsible
in a large degree for the band's rise to
power. Toots does virtually every ar- DORSEY-banTangemenrthe-JIMM- Y
d
plays. The two records 'The
Breeze and I" and "Six Lessons from
Madam La Zonga", JIMMY'S biggest
.hits to date, gave the final push that
sent the band to "gravy street". The
elder DORSEY'S official
Bob" Eberly, whose smooth baritone
has thrilled many a female soul, also
deserves mora than mere mention.
Helen O'Connell, pert blonde songstress, and Charlie Frazier, JIMMY'S
utility man (bass and tenor sax, flute
and clarinet master of them all!)
come or
their share of the gloryr"
Inshort, a worthyband its rightful ' place in public

1

Tradition brings forth another annual af'
fair the college walkout,-als- o
sponsored by
the Big Four, under Jimmy Cannell. For the
Social Clubs
benefit, of those who will participate in this
gala occasion for the first time, two lines are
Dear Editor:
formed, one of girls and one of menWith the
A" MtuationexistsbrT this campus'
aid of .a whistle, dates will b obtained for all,.
which
seems decidedly unfair, at least
Z
Every ohgjneets at thechapeLrpek at 5:1 J
stand-poifrom
the
of the girls. In
ofTFriday. Jimmy Cannell revealed that this
colleges
there
most
sororities or
are
is to be a 3 in 1 affair; a walkout, a rally,

..

.- -.

p
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hon-defeft-

nt

addition to this, the organization would be
providing a ..valuable chapel program. This in
turn would benefit the college and perhaps in
part eliminate complaints against compulsory
chapel.

New-York-

'

Letters to
e
the Editor

.
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By BOB RICKSECKER

I

Along the path toward the Grill can be
seen external evidences of the Big Four recep-- .
tion of last Saturday night. Joe Blowe, Canton, I
Ohio, along with many others, left a trail of
name plates, giving that feeling of the morn'
ing after the night before. Along with the ex'
ternal evidences, however, are the far more
important internal changes. We, of the older
generation, saw, many 'of our old friends for
the first time this year; the new generation
got a glimpse of how many really swell people
there are to know. If there comes a time
when a true Woosterite doesn't get a thrill put
of seeing Prexy Wishart play the Love Song,
it will be., a black day for Wooster. And didn't
the freshman gals emerge from their cocoons,

Why Sunday Forum?
.

'

When questioned about the place
of wome i in English universities, Dr.
Terhune said that their satus is inferior to the position occupied by men.
Although the amount of work requisite to a degree is the same for
both sexes, women's degrees are not
so highly credited as the men. '

a

T.C.

.

JeanSmeltz

lNSTH

-

Thl English course of study is only
three yeaiTheollegVyear is divided into three semesters, eabkconiiat-in- g
of approximately 10 weeks, known
as Michaelmas, Lent, and May semesters. Students take only one subject,
although brilliant students may take
two. A student hands in a weekly pa-PerJ his tutor, who discusses it with
him. Examinations are confined to
one at the end of each year, the first
with
two being merely "warm-ups,- "
the third year'i known as the "tripos,"
being the most difficult and important
of all.

-
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isdiction solely over academic matters, the "colleges" roughly controll-- .
ing the social life of the students, he
said. Town ordinances do not apply.,
to students, and the universities maintain their own police systems to deal
with lawbreakers, Dr. Terhune mentioned. "Students must wear caps and
gowns at all university appointments,
including dinner, and after dark to
- distinguish-the- m
f rom townipeople,"
he stated in pointing out the contrast
in formality of dress in English institutions.
,

at

' ' Sunday Evening Forum is off with a bang!
But for how long? Everyone goes for the first
three or four meetings and then the attendance
drops rapidly and without end. In the spring,
the Forum cabinet fairly pleads for an aud'
ience. Yet at eacfj meeting a worthwhile
speaker is presented. Facts that are of interest
to everyone pass without a hearing. But how is
Forum to avoid this situation?
We suggest that Forum, as the voice of the
Big Four, be given a chapel period a week in
which they may present their speaker. In this
way a much larger- - group could be jeached.
Students need no longer choose between their

I

FRCMI90I

hasjust recendy replaced Toby.

procedure, English universities have jur-

,

wdlbeemberjfthefourex'

YARDS FDR A
'
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In contrast to the American

James Roosevelt is now a movie producer,
his latest being recently released. For future
productions I would suggest Bringing Up Fa'.,
ther or better still, a Shakespearian series ih'
eluding such shows as Much Ado About

There are 471 girls enrolled in Wooster
this year. Out of that number 100 exclusively

selectgirls

-

During one of the numerous serenades last
Saturday night the Babcock girls heard I'm
Jobody's Baby How. Just as appropriate
would have been This Years Crop of Kisses
Is Hot for Me (For I'm Still Wearing Last
;
Tear's Love),"

Editor's Tiote
' Because of frequent discussion on one of the
features of the campus we are this wee
printing an editorial by a member of the stw
dent body.

1940)

.-- Ter

to the sophomores in the annual sack rush.

Bob Wilkinaon, Hal Streeper, Al Moir, Johnny Gebhardt
Mildred MeCJeUan
SPORTS.

--

eas

WOODY HERMAN (Senior Prom,
is "Woodchoppin' " hU way
to "the upper band roster as we all
knew he would because, well, didn't
. he play' for our last senior
prom?
He is currently giving New York a
break, is being held over until the last
of October at the Terrace Roomj Hotel
Perhaps some of us remember T6by Tyler who blasted away
from the lead trombone chair? Bud
Al Donahue,
Smith, formerly-wi- th

.

IN "IHr
VJRONG DIRECu
CICCLED 1UE &.

non-existe- nt

SPORTS STAFF

EDITOR.
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, While the American university is a
comprehensible series of departmental
units known as colleges, the two English universities, as corporate bodies- are as -'- elusive-a
smoke.'L Dr
hune stated. A central office to dispense information lis
in
English universities. The only source
of information is the university calendar, whose contents have so accum- ulated through the years as to present
a confusW mass of data which Dr.
Terhune cdls "as helpful as an unabridged dictionary."

f
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Few Wdoster students can boast as impres'
Douglas BabcocLMiller oLthe
sive
T
class of '43.
Some

Jean Carroll
FEATURE EDITOR- Bob Rickaecker, Betty Dodda, Bob Laubach. Jim Allardice,
BUI Hail. Bob Edwarda.

MAKE-U- P

baseballrl wasquitedis'

0

FEATURE STAFF

MAKE-U- P

-

Chapman's Homer, was highly misleading.

NEWS STAFF Loia, Putmin. Gene M unlock. Sue Burkhart,
Beth DuSield.
Martha Stark. Bobbie Robinaon Betay Roaa.
REPORTERS
- Miriam McCorkle. Barbara Baker. Robert wilder. Mary
Ellen Park. Betty Houliaton, Grace Ohki. Jean Hudaon,
Betty Martin. Madeline Howe, Elinor Ehrman, Ralph Crid
er. Bob Laubach. Jean Smeltt. Jack Hayden. Miry Louise
Greene, Isabel Pearce, Dorothy Rickarda. Doria Anderaon,
Eileen Bicaty, Eileen Palmer. Bill Bailey.

WOMEN'S

f

the library. Its title, On First Looking Into

Manager

NEWS STAFF

-

speaking-o-

appointed to find no mention of Ben or Sam
in the article posted on a bulletin board in

Auoditc Editor'

--

RAN-2IO-

IHE-RA- N

similar restriction.
"English universities are more concerned about students' "nights of residence' than about (heir 'days of attendance'." So says Dr. A. McKinley
Terhune of the Syracuse University
English department, who recently
turned, from a year in ' Cambridge,
England. Class attendance is not re
quired, and no records are kept, but
j rules fixing students' night hours are
rigid, he said. Gates of the colleges
are closed at 10 p.m. and lodging
house doors and windows locked at
the same hour. Cambridge and Oxford students are then fined for infraction of the rule.

NlW YOH N. Y.

fate ewMinrina
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.
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Saucy Miller

Woottet women complain of '10
o'clock permission here and yet the
men in English colleges are under a

Nstiooal Advertising Service, Inc."
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Should Date Men
from Cambridge 1
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Entered as second-clas- s
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Thousands of voting age college students are virtually disfranchised
by cumbersome absentee voting laws. Some states forbid absentee voting
outside the state, while others forbid it inside the state. Westminster College's
institution of -- public affairs- estimates that over 100,000 students are
-

from voting.

thus-prevent-

ed

:

Don McCarley, '42

While it does
succeed somewhat ' in keeping the
freshmen in line, sophomores miss
in their desire for a "rousing" good
time, the real value that might come
from such a court.

Bob Cope, '42i-(la- st
year's judge)
'
In my opinion, Sophomore Court
can be a most valuable asset if
--

s

.

handled
Sam Coggins of Net tie ton,' Mississippi, financed his college education
by selling peanuts. Sam paid off his tuition in nickles 2,400 of them;

0

.

.Students., who. are experts at mental stunts such as
puzzles'
and question and answer games are often far from being intellectual. A
University of Iowa psychology professor says that people who gain a superficial mass of knowledge are only making a waste basket of their, minors.
They lack, originality in thinking and usually have a hard time concentrating
on one particular subject.
u
cross-wor- d

'

'

.

..

Teacher

.-

-7

'
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:
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Gordon

'
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Morkel, '43 j
Yes It levels off high school seniors to college freshmen. It gives
them a better idea of their place
as insignificant freshmen.
Look
what it did for met I '
I

"If you had a quarter in one pocket and '50. cents in the

'

V

v'

(

right manner.

t

;

"The wrong pair of pants."

in the

Freshmen expect ai much in the
way of orienting themselves and
would participate willingly if it
.
weren't such an orgy.

Bob August, '43 1 I think it misses
its purpose. - Not - much effort" is
made to take the real offenders into
Sophomore Court. Unwise' choices
are too frequently made.

other, what would you have?"

Junior

1

(Steam-Corner-

s)
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Veteran Linemen
Bolster Scot Hopes
big question mark because' of injuries
to his knee and shoulder last season
that are very likely to reoccur this
fall. Dari Jennings has been shifted
from the backfield to center and
should prove a bulwark in the center
f the 'line.

Sophomores Add

Reserve Strength

.

.'

CAMPBELL
'

:

'

The lettermen are Captain Dick
ross.-Count- ry
Gernert at one end, Ray Hudson, De- lots Baun and Jim Campbell at the
tackles, Bob Prentice and George
Popa at the guards and Dan Jennings at center. Backing this impos- ing brigade is a very promising group
of sophomores and reserves. Harry
Eicher has been running with the first
Only one letterman has returned
team while Carl Boyer and Bill Ballast year's
from
squad to
loon will undoubtedly see a lot of
service at tackle and center respec form a working basis for this year's
tively. Alex Drysdale has also been team. The returning veteran for the
showingupgood and is pressing the ong grind is Captain Bruce Powers,
guards for a regular job.
who has won two letters in the sport
Gernert to Shift Jobs
There are two other letter winners
Captain Gernert will play end on
from the '39 squad who are still in
"offense anS will be shifted back to
halfback on defense because of his school, but they are" not running this
height and ball handling ability, year. They are Les. Thomas and Doug
which should give the team a good Walline. The latter was the most con
pass defense. A department in which sistent point winner on last year s

J

'

JENNINGS

Faces 1940 With
One Leiterman

;

cross-countr-

till,.

'

-- .

Signal Calling Replaces
Huddle in New System

-

-

-

;

- '.'

-

'.

I
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Plan to Change Course

Coach Munson may have the four
mile course changed this year so that
Coach Johnny Swigart has discard
the runners leave the stadium gate
ed the huddle system and the Woos- - ocated at the No. 8 tee on the golf
ter Scots will revert back to the old course. The grueling course would
legi
style of calling signals in the game then continue on its four one-mil- e
.

with Manchester ltere next Saturday

bur

ar the

finishthe-men-wou-

ld

--

run

across the fairways of No. 2 and No.
"
In Tuesday's crimmage against the 4 holes.. There they could be seen from
freshman- - eleven, Norman Wiebusch the stadium and could enter the same
former Fairview Village gridder, was rear gate and finish in front of the
stands. Such a course would eliminati
at the fullback post. Wiebusch is
running through the main gate, as in
sophomore and may start Saturday, former years.
Dan Jennings, veteran back from Bay
The first meet is to be held Oct,
Village, has been shifted from full'
12 with' Case at Cleveland. The Scot
back to center.
n
team will open their season
will follow with four more
there
and
- in response to Coach Mosa Hole's
dual meets before completing the 1940
call for freshmen football, only 16 schedule with the
Ohio Conference
yearlings reported. On the squad were Meet at Oberlin.
Mike Horvath, captain of Mansfield
six-ma-

.--
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Sept. 28

of Lorain.

the

FOOTBALL

Wayne County

Oct.

5

Oct.

12

BAUN

B. Ilcrrisca

VI, I Inaugurate

Intramural Frays

Officers.
B. S. LANDES,

President

Inter-Sectio-

Touch- -

n

"will get-

meeting First Section on the football practice field. All encounters this
year are to begin promptly-- at

--

3 :43

p.m.

Oct. 26

Muskingum here

All-Colle- ge

Saturday morning.

The Physical Education department
has published and is distributing a
new book, entided: "Handbook of
Intramural Sports." Rules and Reg
ulations for all sports, Suggestions to
Intramural Managers, and Special
Rulings are a few of the many items
contained in this handy pocket-sizpamphlet. Copies may be obtained
from Coach Hole who is Director of
Intramurals, at the athletic depart
e

ment office.

'

'
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up-percl-

With a Cup of Steaming
NestleV Hor Chocolate-- -

2

Denison here

Nov.

9

Bowling Green here
(Dad's Day)

BLUE WILLOW
RESTAURANT

Oberlin at Oberlin

Next to Wayne Co. Bank

BOWLING SHOES

BEULiiH BECHTEL
Next to Schine's

EEENEY'S Cafeteria

au

KNOWN FOR GOOD, FOOD
From Coast to Coast
'

"HOTEL WOOSTER

Eg ggeMI
urzrs

B V Y

nrwi tt nn.n-- .

nn-.-- .-

PARKERS
'

but indifference, like using

FRANK WELLS

a faulty penkept him

-- at-

:

DRUG STORE
127 E.

behind the

--

liberty Street

j-

8-B- all

-

Harry bid evarythinc, except a sense of discrimi
nation. Perhaps he leaned too heavily on his natural
gifts. Anyway he never added to them in college, but
laughed things off like the times his
pen ran dry in classes and exams. Our bright alumnus
is out in the world today a man who could hare given
orders, he is taking them.
Sore it seems far-- f etched, but youTl be surprised
what a great big difference it makes in your grades to
carry a sure-fir- e
pea like the Parker Saoless Vscumatic
It's this revolutionary streamlined Beauty that never
runs dry unless yon let it. For its sscless Television
barrel holds nearly twice as mnch ink as our old type,
and it leu yon SEE days ahead if it's running low.

MISTER

ROBERT R. WOODS,
Trust Officer
WALTER C. JONES
Ass't Trust Officer

.

.

SeptI-M
.

"Rangers of Fortune"

3.95

With Fred McMurray

Shoo Store

'

Bever and North

St.

Sunday-Monday-Tuesd-

It's the college favorite by nearly 3 to 1 so it rates
one in the Know to carry the genuine.
' Be sure to look for Parker's Blue Diamond
it means Guaranteed for Life. Avoid all substitutesthen youTl have no regrets. '
ThnFarker Pen Co Janeeville,ls. :

ay

'.'
-

rrrrr

Sept. 29, 30, Oct. 1

Judy Garland

Mickey Rooney

Printed and Engraved Stationery

ed

ouAtANTiio

Phone 400

,

It's the only Style that looks like circlets of shimmering velvet ring upon ring of luminous Pearl and
sscless filler with the 'rubricated"
Jet The One-HaPoint of extra
14K Gold, extra resilient-tip- ped
with Osmiridinm that writes "ss smooth as oiL"
fine-grain-

Also

THE COLLIER PRINTING CO.

ed

nd

With Richard Arlen

B. S.

r

--

"Leather Pushers"

Directors
LANDES
....
B.C.DDC
P C. FIRESTONB
C. L. LANDES
DAVID TAGGART

Fri.-Sa- t.

For Men md Women

DAVID TAGGART
Trust Officer

Wooster Theatre

A New Shipment of Bowling Shoes
Just Arrived
Black or Brown
High or Oxfords
.

HAlLTAJCEjyOU EVERY PLACE
7.95 . . .
16.75

..

IN WOOSTER

Toasted Sandwich

All For 20c

2.95

DRESSES

the- -

Nov.

Trust Officers

W0L

.

,

W. G. GERLACH, Ass't Cashier

Open 8 a.m.
Close 6 p.m.
Open Wed. 8 a.m. until 12 noon
'
, Open Sat. 8 a.m. until 9 p.m.

To the Game and then to the Dance
"FROCKS OF DISTINCTION"

.

TRY A DELICIOUS

)

will

'a bed of roses."
- Manchester College is not expected
foriha-Scots-buttto be a set-uold time mentor of the Spartans, Carl
Both hockey and tennis set under
W. "Barney" Burt who has been at
way this 'week under the Infection of
the Indiana helm since 1929 describes
Phyllis Barman and Alfie Gabriel.
the prospects of his team as "just
Hockey for both advanced and be
fair."
.'
ginning players will be held on MonHowever, we can't put too much
days and Thursdays from 4 to 5:30
in this ."just fair" prediction for
trust
.m., and Saturdays from 9 to 10:30
Manchester has a habit of turning up
.m., on the hockey field back of Bab'
. P If
.
.
regularly with clubs capable of in- I
cock. i tail tennis tournament is
'
leing planned and lists to sign up cribing their school name on , foe's
or it already have been put up in attlefields.
the girls' gym. All freshman and
This seems all the more true as
wftjealizeatManchesterhaiwon
girls interested in either-- of
these sports are invited to take advent 29 of its last 30 games at home and
age of the fine weather and come out has lost one home game in six years.
for them.
'The stars of last season will be
hard
to replace because they, were
W. A. A. board held its regular
weekly meeting Thursday, Sept. 26 key men," says Coach Burt. On the
in the form of a picnic at Galpin other hand, we're all hoping to see
our favorite guns in roaring action
Park.
Saturday afternoon here on our bat
tle grounds.
is,

r
wT

d

us to believe

we'

groom

'

,

Hockey.

Wilh-Tenn-

Our Slogan:
There's romance in the hair

After Saturday's encounter with
Manchester, our Scots don't return to
their own backyard for a whole
Can't get Indiana off my mind." month. It's just an oddity that pops
Could it be that this new foe stands up in schedules every once in awhili
a possibility, of ..throwing a little and can't be helped. We can get out
gloom over our home campus grid- -

GirlsProgram-Open- s

coming week's Touch
Football schedule:
Tuesday, Oct. 1 First vs. Sixth "
Wed., Oct. 2 Third vs. Seventh
Thurs., Oct. 3 Second vs. Fourth

Here is

v

old-fashion-

J. A. MYERS, Ass't Cashier

in

...

.. "Strike Op

The Band"

tedmundsecrest
J. D. OVERHOLT

MEMBER
Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation
Federal Reserve System

t

Spartan Tactics
Threaten Scots

Y

p

Open Golf Tour
The
ney and the varsity and freshman
tennis matches have already started,
s
while it is expected that the
soccer tournament - will . begin next

Gettysburg at Gettysburg

Mt. Union at Alliance

Nov. 16

E. C. DIX, VicVPresident
P. C. FIRESTONB, Vice. Pres.
ROBERT R. WOODS, Cashier

:

SCHEDULE
Oct. 12 Case at Qeveland
Oct. 19 Mt. Union at Alliance
Oct. 23 Ashland here
Oct. 26 Oberlin here
Nov. 9 Bowling Green here
Nov. 16 Ohio Conference Meet
at Oberlin.
CROSS-COUNTR-

- underwafi

Tuesday, Oct. 1, with Kenarden Sixth

Manchester here

(Home-coming-

:

1940

Footbsll League

Case at Cleveland

Hational Bank
Public Square and W. Liberty

The

SCHEDULE

Oct. 19

'

Some gloom ha been spread over
Manchester's camp with die loss of
Don Lieberum, star runner who scored
19- - touchdowns
last season enabling
Manchester to score 302 points to 43
by opponents. Six other lettermen
were also graduated. Too bad too
bad!
i

,

-

High last season; John Smelts of
Cleveland Heights and John Diedrick

--

1

inter-clas-

.

the old leather lungs when they return, though, because the last four
matches are booked at noma.

unifpnnjagainthiseaJmowing that
any serious mishap may injure his leg
Harry's hunch: The Reds fnot
permanently. Every bounce on that Redskins) to beat the Tigers in five
pin means a sleepless night for games.
George. We aren't' necessarily saying,
however that he is pursuing the wisest course by staying out' for football days, but Popa is showing the
Chas.
spunk of which better men are made,
Better Barber Shop
Best of luck to him and the good work
206 East Liberty St. Phone 384K
he is doing.

POPA

top-notc-

ronnhr

is the policy

w

'

team. Both men will be sorely missed
Ray Hudson has been shifted from in the coming meets.
end to tackle and has been looking
Big Squad Out
very good.: "Big Jim" Campbell after
The other runners training faith
a late start is fast rounding into his
h
form and will probably be fully for the long chase are Frank
at one of the tackles when the open- Coe, Bill Brown, Byron Fair, Paul
ing whistle blows. Deloss Baun, the Reis, Hal Streeper, Dan Miles, Paul
'otten, Ed Merkel, Art Griffin, Luth
hero of last' year's Oberlin game, has
backfield to er Hall, Paul Fishsr and Jim Donald
beemhif ted l
squad is one of
tackle and is pushing Campbell and son. This twelve-ma- n
- Hudson for a starting ' job. At the th?largest which has been out for this
- guards, Prentice will - probably hold sport for many years
down his position George Popa is a
Two men who won their numerals
last year and are striving for places
on this year's team are Hall and Don
aldson. Hall won the freshman race
last year. -

JIM CAWiEJLL

'

y

they were notably weak last season.

.

is .showing, more intestinal fortitude
on that practice field than any normal
person couia nope tor. Oeorge was
an outstanding guard his sophomore
knee,
year, but received a banged-u- p
s
a
pent
season
most
on
ot
last
fie
crutches, and his injury finally necessitated an operation. "Peepdeck" (as
he's known to the men) - is back in

I

-

By

The outcome of this week-end'- s
tussle may depend a good bit on the
amount of wind and rain in your
hair. Coach Swi gait's light and tricky
chance to show his ability this fall brigade can put on a better perform
but is setting the pace for the won- ance on dry turf so be hoping BeaO
derful spirit which is being instilled Avenue river will have subsided by
into the football team. George Popa that time.

PRENTICE

-

,

v

'

,

-

of this corner to
overlook most of the misdeeds that
occur on the Wooster athletic fronts
and to praise the lads who are more
fortunate in their efforts on the field.
This week we step but of the actual
battle picture to bestow laurels on a
fellow who isn't having much of a

It

forward to the opening
All in all the prospects for this
game Saturday with Manchester, year are very encouraging, but for the
Coach Swigart has at his call seven final answer look at the scoreboard
lettermen for the line, and a very about 5 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
promising group of sophomores.
Looking

Spad

Forward Wall Veierans; Fight For Paces on '40

I.

and Corona
Portable Typewriters
C. Smith

Wed.-Thu-

Oct. 2, 3

rs

We service all makes of typewriters
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bpeaks

will discuss conscription.
As a speaker for Sunday Evening
Forum, Dr. Johnson is well qualified

department,

to discuss this law and its effect on
neutrality since she is recognized by
faculty and students alike as an authority on international affairs.
A good bit of advice would be to
come early and stay late the former
to get good seats, and the latter to
take advantage of the question hour
which is always a feature of the For-u.program.
Dr. Johnson received her ; Ph.B.
from Chicago University in 1924 and
her Ph.D. from that same university
in 1931.
m

In order to further vocational guidance the campus arrangements have
been made with Science Research Associates for the use of their Occupational Information System.
.

.'Through cooperation

with this

or

ganization we will be able to provide
answers to practically all job questions
which students raise," Mr. Arthur
Southwick said in commenting on the
new service.

belt

.

Voicexep6rter by photographing
That seniors art to have their por-- squirrels on the campus. For such a
traits for the Index taken at cither little girl she has enormous ambitions.
Snyder's or Dawson's photography She wants to go into veterinary tnedi- studio is the decision which was reached cine and bemoans the fact that she
at a meeting of all interested seniors will probably have to be satisfied wrok- in the Index office last night, Sept. ing with cats and dogs. "Oh, they re
grand," she says enthusiastically about
2? at 7 p.m. Index
inthe freshmen. Kay is just as interested
Eugene Beem called the meeting of
terested seniors in order to wake some In man as in animal for she says that,
of all thethings at Wooster, she likes
Freshmen interested in working
the people best.
on the staff of the 1941 Index are
asked to come in to the year book
Joan Campbell, president of World
office in the east wing of the liFellowship and member of Big Four,
brary between 1:30 and 4 Friday
had some good advice for us but first
afternoon.
of all, let's find out something about
her. Joan comes from India where
kind of an arrangement which would
her parents are missionaries. She says
"4 make for greater uniformity and betit is fun to talk about things in Urdu
ter quality in the portraits which will
because nobody knows what you are
be used in the year book.
talking about. Of course, you have
Sue Burkhardt, editor of the senior to have somebody to talk to, but Joan
section of the annual, has set a dead eemi to have solved that. Joan's ad
line of Nov. 1 when all photographs vice for us is this, "Get acquainted
M
should be in the hands of the Index with the professors soon. Don't get
staff. Head sizes of the photographs into too many outside activities at
which Snyder and Dawson take will first. It is usually a big jump from
college but you will
inches. The back high school to
Aids be one and
Drama
catch on!"
ground of the pictures will be medium
Remember a certain morning when
gray.
.
we were touring the city at five in the
To obtain the best picture possible morning? Well, this interview will
Kappa Theta Gamma, the honor' each girl should wear a white collar remind you, if you have forgot. Our
a ry" dramatics fraternity- illustrious reIativeofl'Casin JPaterl!
and seniors held its first meeting of for her portrait. Each man should and "Uncle Yulius", Jean Jacobson,
the new year on Thursday. Marilyn wear a light colored, plain shirt.
is president of the Y. W. C. A. and
Johnson, president of the club, sug
of the Big Four offigested that the club this year take
cially. Jean never went through what
over the freshman apprentices. It
we experienced last week since she
Hold
was though that this would be bene
went to Elmira College, Elmira, New
ficial to the freshmen and also give
York, for her freshman year. How.
. .
C:l.
TV:.
Kappa Theta Gamma members
- I ever,
mo stiver
uuuet
ma ywr .L.
jT..L:I
she hkes it much better here.
better chance to become acquainted niversary of the Wooster Symphony Her present ambition is to teach in a
with the work of the freshmen. '
Orchestra which U
if 25th nursery school, that is if a West
1 h e club
measure
voted this
v'a, fh; fall
J. Pointer doesn't, change her plans
.M
Jean says that the freshmen this year
, ,
through and also decided that ' they
1
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BEAUTY SHOP
Above College Restaurant
.1

I

I

PHONE 489
i

stance, there was the sagging beam
in Holden "dining room 1 that was
blamed on Doris and her roommate
because thev Wped their iron so

i

thenerejasthelime

(1

.

Mar-jori- e

.,k.

I

erva; Margaret Casta!, teacher, Hibbs
Jeanne Smith, 'teacher, Swissvale,
School," Canton; "Anna Lou "Craig, Pa.; Jean M. Smith, secretary, Ath
teacher, Bethel Township High' School, letic Dept. of the College of Wooster;
Greenville.
Kay Spring, teacher. Vauehnoville:
Ann Divelbiss, secretary, Morgan Jean Starkweather, accountant, New
Advertising, Mansfield; Sue Donald' York City; Kathryn Thompson, sec- son, teacher; Florence Dunbar, library retary, Athletic Dept. of Oberlin Col- teacher,
Empire , Junior High lege; Estella Timberlake,
apprentice,
Shadyside;
Miriam
Wefler,
c teacher,
Mary Everhard,
School, Cleveland;
Randolph
High
School;
Virginia
Dorothy
7
teacher, New Philadelphia;
Yadeskie,
Betty
Weisenstein,
teacher;
ville,,
Feiser, teacher, Gilberts
York; Betsy Fraser, teacher, Mew teacher, Newbury Twp. High School,
Bethlehem, Pa.; Martha Geiger, teach- Novelty.
er, State Street Junior High, Alli
Les j3echtel, Gar Wood Industries,
ance- .Detroit, Mich.; Arthur Cowles, merMargaret Hadley, bank clerk, Na chandise dept. at R. H. Macy Co.
tional City Bank, Cleveland; Jean New York City; Richard Johnston, inHall, teacher, Mt. Vernon, O.; Grace surance agent, National Life InsurHooper, sales clerk,' New York City; ance, Cleveland; John Lane, clerk,
Elizabeth Howard, secretary in regis Pittsburgh; Joe Lindecamp, teacher,
"
trar's office, College of . Wooster; Ruth
In
t
n,
uxM-w
j
l
Mil- Donald
teacher,
Mont.;
Worden,
Edith
Wooster;
teacher,
Ihrig, music
vjL
i
mj.
t...WF. w
King, service representative, Bell Telemore.
Chicago;Harriett
Company,
phone t
Klein, secretary, office of deans, Col
Steve Monick, merchant, Monessen,
lege of Wooster.
Pa.; 'John Moser, educational adver- "

"
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until the Christmas vacation as a result of losing the'annual sophomore-freshma- n
brawl. The contest started
at 10:30 a.m. with the freshman
sporting green 44's fresh paint no

BeautySalon
Henry

Parisienne Stylist

itf
JHDGADET
1 1

Curl

THE LITTLE WOOL DRESS
IS THE MOST USEFUL FROCK
In --Youf .Schobl or College .Wardrobe.
SIZES-9--

PRICE

DRESSES

144 W. North St.

(5ne Block West

umn.)
The sack rush resulted in a dr,
neitner class being able to move the
.

.

..

.

CITY TAXI
Phone 812

,

,

.

.

59c

free-for-al-

l.

tug-tisin- g,

ar

Genuine Leather
Imitation Leather
Wood
From 50c to

Phone 260

--

-

Paul Lamalc, agent

j

i

:

Epworth League

-

.

The Epworth League of the Meth
odist Church is holding a reception
Honors Work
for. the Methodist students of. the'
Juniors and seniors who wish to college on Sunday afternoon from 4
become candidates for departmental to 6:15. There will be a tea and worhonors mult apply in writing to the ship service.
Committee on Honors (Miss Thayer,
chairman) by Tuesday, Oct. 1. Ap-

I

,

plications should be countersigned by
the advisers under whom the work is
to be done.

Mrs. Sharp's

1

orum

1

...

MrsSharp's Forum for upperclass
girls will base its meetings this year
on Drt Harry Emerson Fosdick's bookj
"Successful Christian Living." - The
Fellowship j
first chapter of this book will be disSunday at 10:00 a.m. in Kauke
"What a Christian Student Stands cussed
For" is the subject of the discussion music room.
to be lead by Mr. Eberhart at World
Fellowship Sunday morning. This
group meets every week at 9:00 a.m
in Kauke social room and is open to
wilLhold. its first
freshmen as well as upper classmen
A,
college year Thursday
the
of
meeting
of Terror".
evening, Sept. 26 at 10:15 at Miller's
Harry Elmer Barnes will give the
Pond. Mr. Angel of the downtown
fifth lecture in the series on MonFerm's Forum
Y.M.C.A. and Dr. Vance will be the
day, Feb. 15, 1941. His subject is,
peakers.
"Is There Liberty in the United
"What About Conscription?" is the
After the meeting cider and dough
States?" Educator, newspaper column subject for Ferm's Forum Sunday.
will be served to those attending.
nuts
ist, sociologist, historian, Harry El- Stan Coates will start the discussion
Freshman
Y.M.C.A. met on Wednes
mer Barnes is 'acclaimed to as the promptly at 10:00 a.m. in Kauke 133
day
evening
in Douglass Hall lounge.
American H. G. Wells.
Junior and senior men are invited. Dean John Bruere spoke to the neoRabbi George B. Lieberman will be If, you have ideas, come and air
the last speaker in the series. His sub them; if you have none, yet, come and phytes about the part which the
plays in college life.
?'Some Fergotteiv-V- ir
ject will-b- e
gefTome.
tues", and he will speak on Tuesday,
George Lieberman, as
Mar
WATCHBS
one of the younger men in the. Amer- --- DIAMONDSJEWBLRYican ministry, is attracting nationwide
attention for his scholarship, elo
GEO.
"What Should be the Place of Re
quence,' wit, and spiritual outlook.
Phone 1035-219 B. Liberty
ligion of our Campus?" will be dis
cussed at the nrsr meeting of Fresh'
man Forum. Speaking at the Forum
will be Pat Marker, Catherine Comp
Don Coates, and George Mulder
Tonight from 7 to 7:30, the appli ton,
The meeting will be held in Kauke
cants for the Civics Aeronautics As
201, Sunday, Sept. 29 at 9:45 a.m.
'
INVITES YOU.
sociation are to receive their physical
examinations from Dr. Wright. There
AFTER THE FOOTBALL
were applicants, four of whom are
women. If they are successful in
GAME
they will
passing
And During the
then have to be passed by the district
At the morning chapel hour Mon
physician.Prof,
and Mrs. Parm
day, Sept. 30,
DANCE INTERMISSION
A fee of 25 will be charged each elee will give
program of sacred
student. Nine dollars of this goes for music of particular interest. This will
insurance and hospitalization, ' 10 be a quiet hour of worship for stu
goes to the college as a fee and the dents and others who may wish to
remaining $6 must be paid for per come. I
mission to take the final examination,
The Monday morning programs
Announcement will be made of the will continue through' the year and
final choice sometime next week.
the college wishes to invite people of
the community who can to join with
' ivlwniTt
"
t
us in this hour of worship." " ""
-

World

;
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FreshmaifForuhr

H.
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Women Apply

The GRILL

this-examin-

Parmelees Play
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Prexy Goes to Warren

The following

is

the program fo

10 a.m. Monday, Sept. 30.

Jlf
W

M

1

UEVM700DEI! JEWELRY

SOCK 'O MITTS
lnMNevFFffiSH&aes
Bunny Fur Hoods and Mitts to match
Knee Socks in All Smart Colors
; And the New Football Reversible Coat

S-T-R'E-T-C--

H-E'S

'"

f

Hicror braces that'll
your entire wardrobe.
They're styled of UvtGLASTTT
the new itretchable material
transparent. The exclu-sivemcKOK&.upiir snaps
I
on and off the trousers
I
in s jiffy
A pair of

match

A Complete Line of Gifts for All Occasions
:Gift Wrapped and Delivered Without Extra Cost

A

FAVORS AND PARTY DECORATIONS
AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES

LLhat's

WE CARRY A COMPLETE
- LINE OF ---

---

YD ER

STUDIO
E. Liberty at Bever Sts.

PHONE 16

We suggest that you try bur shopping service
Zand we feel confident that we can serve all your
- needs quickly and efficiently

M. O'Neil Shop
142 EAST LARWILL ST.

PHONE 728

MRS. EARL SNYDER, Representative
MISS RUTH SNYDER, Assistant

j

,

STYLID

4.50

of Post Office

WEITZEL Dry Cleaning Co.

li

There will be a meeting of all re
porters, department heads, and feature
staff of the Voice, Friday, Sept. 27
at 3:30 p.m. in the Voice office. It
is important that everyone be there.
Those who are interested in being
advertising assistants on the Voice are
asked to confer with Don McCarley
on Friday at 3:30 p.m.
,

,.

mt

S II
QUALITY CLEANING
Suits and Overcoat!.,.

r,

Arrangemerits must be made at the
Office of the Deans for any function
held in a college building and for any
social affair involving more than four
couples. For the former it is necessary to register in the date book and
to secure permission for the use of
the building. For social affairs arrangements must also be made for
chaperones.
Rachel MacKenzie
'
Dean of Women

The SHACK

cameras
-- supplies

17.95

7.95 to

best-selle-

Voice Staff

;

Dancing Petition Again

"Finlandia": "Adoration" by Bor
Activities of Dr. Charles F. Wishart
owski; "Old Refrain" by Kreisler
week include a. trip to Cleve
Prize Son" by Wagner, and
much to the delight of the 300 spec- - land, Sunday, Sept. 28, to deliver a "The
by Dykes.
"Faith"
Church
the
Covenanrl
sermon
the
of
at
tators. Thirteen horses and rides from
1 1 and Monday a journey to War
at
both classes participated irithe first
event. If the event had lasted any ren to attend a campaign luncheon
Best Wishes to the Team,
longer nobody would have been able of prominent men of the First Pres-- Coach and Staff
from
to tell the sophomores from the fresh byterian Church or that city. That
will
Prexy
be
evening
present
at
men.
shore dinner sponsored by the same
After much confusion the tug-of- war got under way. The sophomores church and civic leaders of Warren.
nearly dragged the frosh into Doug
lass amidst charges of foul play.
(There must have been a fifth col-

FILM

20

:

1

--

The sophomores won all the events for this

Photo ALBUMS:
in
J

145 N. Market St.

Announcements

less.

of-w-

AUSTEN
Mr..

,

(two large medicine balls) from
.
wa
centef of the field
high ' point of the contest and took
the form, of a grand
This was followed by another
Rock,
Window
Division,
(again won by the sopho-Ariz- .;
Indian
Canfield
teacher,
Lane,
Margaret
Steve Ogden, warehouse man, mores) to dispel the charges of dirty
High School; Betty Lewis, secretary,
BeavefIFBll,ZPaX: Rachel Linnell, Cincinnati; Donald Ralston, field man, I work,
teacher, Carleton High School, Mich.; Manufactures Light and Gas Co., Buf
Virginia Lucas, teacher, Hemlock; falo; John Swanson, salesman of auto
Betty' Martin, teacher, East Canton supplies, Erie, Pa.; Wm. Walley, real
High School; Margaret Maul, teach estate and insurance agent, New Ken
er, Union School, Van Wert; Mar sington, Pa.; Elliott Walzer, kitchen
Watch
gery Moore, teacher, Niles High manager of Ocean House,
..
"
School, Niles; Mary Neidert, secre- - Hill, Rhode Island.

I

' Presents

U

Com- - baU

.

STY LETT E

VT

that the Holden waiters threw a snow- . .
..
through her windowl Seriously,
sentative for Bell Teleohone
"Tke part in Big
Deborah Armstrong, secretary, Col- cany. Pittsburgh: Charity Price, teach- - Dori adviei
Four
whenever
vities
you can."
er, Rogers; Jean Ross, Social Service
lege Business Manager's office;
Baker, teacher, Springfield Twp. Board of Winnipeg. Quebec: Ruth
High School; Mercedes Blue, music Rugen, research, Schenectady, N. Y.;
WGCir
VM1
J. M..
d....
rt
teacher at Toutogany; Betty Burt,
teacher, Brooklyn Village - H i g h jorie Scott, teacher, Elizabeth High J
School, Cleveland; Mary Campbell, School, Elizabeth, Pa.; Clara Smith,
teacher, Minerva High School, Min- bank clerk, Armstrong, Iowa.
The freshmen must wear their caps
firhnnl-

,

1

'

UiSMVil

MIA

V

r
Bennett was not only socia
Doris
chairman of the Big Four but also a
practice teacher at the high school
.However, . Doris was a model "inter
viewee" because she revealed that she
actually likes the class of '44 a lot,
Dark facts of her college career came
to light in this interview. For .in'

tarv. Colleee of Wooster:' Katherine
01thouse,-teach- errRittman - H t g hloften-:An-

f

the class of '40 now hold positions.
They are:

:

'

.

Nearly Halt oi Last Spring Grads
Have Already Procured Employment
Approximatelyforty-six-.peiLcento-

"Have a

advice,

I

a

i.
her
wonderful time,
work, too."

bunthand-thi--

are--Wl

.

On Monday, Nov., 18, the Forum
will present the University of Chicago
Round Table with professors Walter
H. C. Laves, Quincy Wright and
Maynard C. Krueger. Their subject
will be 'The United States Neutral
or Belligerent?"
The third lecture will be given by
Pierre Va nPaassen whose subject is
The Crisis in Western Civilization".
Van Paassen, author of the sensation"Days of Our Years'
al
and famous foreign correspondent
has recendy written many articles on
the international situation for Read
ers'- - Digest, NewsrWeekr Forum, and
the Saturday Evening Post. He was
one of the first to interview Hitler
ariL Mussolini and see' in theif rise
an ominous threat to tthe future wel
fare of mankind.
The fourth speaker wil lbe Edmond
Taylor, C.B.S. French correspondent)
who has just arrived from Europe
where he watched the French Empire
crumble. His subject will be 'Strategy

.

)

'

work.

-

ment

.

1,

nt

Jubilee Year

Pl..

cational Trends, a monthly magazine
which highlights new developments in
job trends. Current articles feature the
effects of the national defense pro- gram and war in Europe on jobs in
America. Vocational Trends, however,
is but one of six methods used to
cover the field of occupations. In ad
dition to the magazine, a new monograph covering a particularly signif
icant field is provided monthly. New.
est of these monographs is one on
Military Occupations which analyzes
the training possibilities in the vari
ous branches of the defense services,
The Vocational Guide, a third pub'
lication, lists all the significant liter
ature on jobs as it is published. Re-- .
prints and Abstracts of the most itn
portant articles and books on voca
tions are furnished monthly. A Re
search Service, through which requests
by teachers and students for special
information are filled, is also a fea
ture of the service.
The monthly issues of Vocational
Trends and the Vocational Guide may
be found on the magazine shelf of
the College Library or the registrar's
office.

This year, 1940-4the Akron
Gvic Forum is presenting its twelfth
annual lecture series with six noted
speakers. The first speaker will be
Elmer Davis on Thursday, Nov. 7.
His topic will be "What Kind of War
is This?" Today this famous speaker
is best known for his regular news
broadcasts over the Columbia net

V

to-presenti-

He called special attention to Vo

tO

'

,

people are now using these new mate
rials and methods."

Howife Civic Forum Willi
tlOStt
Sponsor Lectures
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On Conscription
Another largt turnout is expected
at Taylor Hall on Sunday, Sept. 29
at 7 p.m. when Dr. Marjr Zelene
Johnson, head of the Political Science
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